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Their relationship on the rocks, a young Brooklyn couple heads to a re-
mote bed & breakfast to work things out. But from the moment they arrive 
at The Happy House it’s one disaster after another, and they soon begin 
to suspect they’ve wandered into a real life horror movie. Events escalate 
from weird to terrifying as they contend with the house’s batty owner, her 
imposing son, a moody Swedish lepidopterist, a pedantic English profes-
sor, an extraordinarily rare butterfly, the world’s best blueberry muffins, a 
.44 Magnum, a demented serial killer, and one very strict rulebook.

“A hoot!”
-Frank Scheck, THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“Perversely unexPected humor!
director/Writer d.W. young has created

a puckishly diverting horror comedy
with admirable poise and sneaky charm.

A memorably weird cast make for
some amazingly agreeable company.”

-David Noh, FILM JOURNAL

“young Pulls An imPressive hAt trick
with a horror-comedy that’s authentically
misleading until a pivotal moment. it runs

the tonal gamut from a Jarmuschian
portrait of youthful stasis to a comedy of
remarriage to a fish-out-of-water sitcom
to a satire of contemporary America.”

-Chuck Bowen, SLANT MAGAZINE

“likAble! 30 Rock vet marceline hugot is 
indelible as the b&b’s cheery proprietor.”

-Michael Atkinson, THE VILLAGE VOICE

“one of the 10 summer
horror films on our rAdAr!

Why? because these things are innately
terrifying: b&bs, cuckoo clocks,

lepidopterists in khaki vests,
and eating dinner with strangers.” 

-Tess Lynch, GRANTLAND

2013 theAtricAl releAse!

feAturing
AyA cAsh 
(Mike Birbiglia’s Sleepwalk With Me, 
Judd Apatow’s upcoming Can A Song 
Save Your Life, Martin Scorsese’s 
upcoming The Wolf of Wall Street)

khAn bAykAl
(Tony Gilroy’s Duplicity)

mArceline hugot 
(Julie & Julia, United 93, 30 Rock)


